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Dyeing your locks not merely changes the color, nonetheless it helps it be healthier and shinier, too
.ll be able to give yourself the locks you&apos; . right?  Other Herbs show you how to get the color
you want and the health and shine fabric dyes promised but couldn&apos; This is the biggest myth
in commercial hair care, and anyone who has used chemical colours for long plenty of has seen
the reality hiding behind the curtain of their faded, broken locks. It doesn&apos;t matter if you use
drugstore boxes or expensive salon locks color; Using tried-and-true holistic methods, this book will
expose you to the world of organic dyes and make you an expert in no time. The good news is
that you don&apos;More than 300 pages of text, pictures, charts, diagrams, and quality recipes
make Coloring Hair Normally with Henna & Coloring Hair Normally with Henna &Wrong.ve always
wanted, naturally. using chemical dye damages your hair. It is possible custom blend your personal
natural dyes and confidently select the best ingredients for them--using everything from herbs to
important oils. t have to select from drab color and a happy head. Other Natural herbs the definitive
reference for natural locks coloring. With it, you&apos; .t deliver.
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Basic, Straightforward, and Ridiculously Thorough When it comes to herbal hair coloring, this book
is a better resource than Google. Significantly. I also discovered what things to look for when
choosing good quality 'henna. It gives clear, step-by-step instructions on choosing elements,
deciding the type of application to make use of (e.g.! That is all accompanied by bright, color-
accurate photos that clearly demonstrate each point. That is a must-have for anybody considering
herbal hair coloring, since it demystifies every step of the process, shows the range of possible
results, and teaches the reader how to achieve them. Well written guide book, super informative! I'm
a proud owner of yet another great and informative examine by new writer Melissa Lynn Herold
and couldn't be happier! Her latest read is simply overflowing with details that assists kick the
chemical hair color habit and use what nature has to offer as a effective and safe way to get locks
that not only looks beautiful but is actually healthy aswell. Everything is organized for you in case
you are new to herbal hair coloring.Great read, highly recommended! Other Herbs by Melissa Lynn
Herold... I wish I had read this reserve ahead of using henna. Must have reserve for natural hair
color newbies. It provides a wealth of info, while being beautifully laid out.' my hair gets as well dark
with multiple applications but I love the way my locks feels and I like to boost the color just a little
without performing an entire 'henna program. It's ridiculously comprehensive and manages to give
the reader several options without having to be overwhelming. The author uses an example with
Jamila henna which was very useful in learning what things to look for when purchasing good-
quality henna. The information on other herbs and oils will end up being invaluable and I intend to try
mixing a few of my own by using this guide. I discovered the difference between the four types of
'henna, where these areas are and how there are differences between areas in term of kind of
stain and quality, and differences even in regions in line with the crop that i learned can be
something you can look for-- crop day time. I'm so happy that resource was available to me at the
beginning of my transition from chemical hair color to natural locks color! I cherished it. This book is
a must for those who want to color their hair without chemicals. Search no further...and pity the
expensive salons as you drive by them... Best book with loads of information about how exactly to
make use of henna, formulating a myriad of shades for reds, brunettes, and blondes. This
publication helped inform me about all of the different and various aspects of coloring with henna
and dealing with natural blends. Finally, I am not really stuck with a few colors at the store that
really by no means made me feel just like I adored my locks. I picked a method out of this book,
and today I've a hair color that's wayyyy prettier than not only any shop bought henna but also any
salon color I've had done, and in addition, my hair is smooth, solid, and SHINY. I couldn't place it
down, it was so interesting and informative.. This is a definite need-to-read before trying to get and
use your new regime. I love this reserve. I learned quite a bit . Amazing eBook! Another amazing
read by Melissa Lynn Herold! I LOVED this book!! I am so happy.The pictures alone are well worth
the purchase along with the recipes, resources and explanations of everything you need to begin to
transform your hair into your crown and glory. All of the do's and don'ts, pictures of experiments
and outcomes, an excellent section on which essential oils are good to use vs those that aren't -
including an important section for females who are pregnant. I really like this guide, extremely helpful
and informative Aug 22, 2018 This comprehensive guide to henna is a treasure - in case you are
interested in using henna and herbal locks color (or if you are a henna noob, like I am), this
guidebook is a helpful, educational tool to possess in your diy-beauty arsenal. You can find strand
tests, what to expect, recipes for different outcomes and a helpful troubleshooting section. This
publication gave me confidence to dive headfirst into the world of henna and organic herbs for my
locks care. I recommend Coloring Hair Normally with Henna & ' my hair gets too dark with multiple
applications but I really like the way my hair feels and I love to . The other day I dyed my hair for



the first time using henna, and it proceeded to go so smoothly for this reason book. I love it so
much! This book is thoroughly researched and informative for anyone interested in coloring their hair
with plant-based colors rather than conventional dyes. A very important factor I didn't know I could
do is certainly a 'henna gloss. This book was so helpful. New users of herbal dyes will find helpful
pictures to steer them in knowing what good-quality henna looks like and how its color shifts as it
dye releases. Experienced users (like me) will probably appreciate the suggestions about how to
easily touch up one's roots with henna mud. There are controlled tests showing results from a
variety of color dyes, quality recipes and suggestions for how exactly to blend your own, and
everything among, all beautifully illustrated with helpful photos. I just finished the publication and
learned so very much. I will definitely use this book a whole lot. I also learned steps to make henna
grab more, how I could actually store left-overs, and a TON of other pertinent information. I have
referred back to it's pages again and again while wanting to design a fresh hair care plan. Certainly
recommend! All the Ins and Outs of Henna Chock filled with useful info! Different tones, and shades,
from warm to awesome, from sharpened to mellow. The complete process seems so much less
daunting and much more exciting now. Instead of viewing henna and natural herbs because the
means to a lovely end, it makes the complete ride feel just like a sacred and linking ritual.! The writer
goes into a variety of organic formulas including teas which are great to make use of with henna or
by themselves. I was especially pleased to see that NighBlooming provides included recipes for
coloring, glosses and additional beautifying remedies in her guide as well! The writing is immediate
and readable, presented with plenty of wit that it never becomes dry and boring. I bought my pdf of
this book from NightBlooming's Etsy store, but I saw it pop up on Amazon, and believed I'd let most
of my fellow Amazonians understand how extremely content I am for this, and also the other pdf on
Rehabilitating Damaged Hair Normally where Melissa gives very simple concoctions which are Thus
effective- I utilized one that was only two substances to clarify my locks, and my hair actually
detangled on its very own- I ran my fingertips through my hair rather than ONE snag! This
publication teaches you about therefore many plant based things that when paired with henna, can
provide you endless possibilities.. This book was so helpful. I discovered a huge amount of stuff. And
I've been attempting to try henna for sometime. This helped me make my final decision. Thank you
because of this. I cannot wait to try even more recipes out of this book, also to also get the
appropriate brushes that will not give me split ends! This is so informative, you're such an excellent
writer. I'm so content I proceeded to go with you on my henna journey. I learned a lot more than I
originally knew. Must have for just about any new or continuing herbal dye users. If you are
considering henna, you borrowed from it to you to ultimately read this book. 1-step or 2-stage
henna and indigo combo, henna alone, a henna gloss), the best methods for applying the blend to
the locks, rinsing it out, looking after herbally dyed hair--and actually numerous methods for tone-
correcting and eliminating herbal dyes. First time user of plant structured hair coloring from scratch
Extremely thorough and well crafted, so much information I'm not done with it yet! An excellent read
at a great value! Not only did it prepare me for what I was obtaining myself into, but it made the
entire process fun and exciting.
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